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Abstract • An interest towards a social role of religion including religious education (RE) is

in  increase  in  the  European Union.  Yet,  whereas  the  Western  educators  focus  mostly  on

potentials of religion for a dialogue and peaceful co-existence, in Russia religion is mostly

viewed  as  a  resource  of  an  exclusive  cultural-religious  identity  and  a  resistance  to

globalization. RE was introduced into the curriculum in Russia during the last ten to fifteen

years.  The  author  analyzes  why,  how  and  under  which  particular  conditions  RE  was

introduced in Russia, what this education means, and what social consequences it can entail.1
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____________

The Russian Orthodox Church (ROC) has enjoyed the privilege of emancipation in post-Soviet Russia. Yet,

after centuries of state paternalism and subsequent Soviet prosecution, it proved to be weak and unable to

attract a wide public, and the number of adherents has not increased over the last twenty years. Yet, in order

to successfully carry out its project of “state-religious messianism,”2 it needs strong social support. As it

cannot achieve this by its own means, it aspires to use institutions and administrative resources provided by

the state. One of the most important institutions used to achieve this is the public education system. The

aim of  this  article  is  therefore  to  study  why,  how and  under  what  particular  conditions  religion  was

introduced into public education system in Russia, what this education means for Russia, and what social

consequences it can entail. First, I will explain the ROC view of Russia, and how and why the ROC is

seeking a privileged social status in Russian society. Second, I will analyze the ROC project of the “Basics

of Orthodox Culture” as a compulsory denominational subject intended for all students without exception,

as well as its invitation to join religion rather than just provide information
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about religion. Third,  I will  examine the ROC conservative outlook and its unwillingness to recognize

equality among religions, which violates the constitutional norm and causes conflicts in schools. The ROC

view  of  tolerance  will  be  examined  as  something  which  is  both  inconsistent  and  contradictory,  as

manifested in certain textbooks. Finally, I will study the ROC’s struggle to introduce religious education

(RE) into the curriculum, its victories and defeats, as well as the authorities’ and the public attitudes to such

innovations.   

The Russian Orthodox Church’s Claim to a Privileged Status 

According to the federal “Law on Education” (1992), the Russian school is a secular institution. Yet, an

aspiration of certain influential intellectuals to identify Russia as the “Orthodox Christian civilization,” as

well as the ROC’s desire to reinforce its own social role, encouraged public interest in Russian Orthodox

values. Indeed, at the onset of the twenty-first century, certain textbook authors and educators began to

present Russia as the “Orthodox civilization.”3 On 29 March 2011, this view was appreciated at the meeting

of the  Discussion Club of  the  World  Russian  National  Council,  where  participants  talked not  only of

Russian civilization, but also of the dominant (“state-shaping”) role of the (ethnic) Russian people that had

to be backed by a special law.4 This is based on the ROC definition of civilization in “political-legal terms,”

which leads to the presentation of Russia as the “Orthodox state.”5 

Keeping this in mind, the ROC advocates argued that, since knowledge of cultural matters was in

great demand, it was impossible to discuss Russian culture with students while neglecting basic knowledge

of Russian Orthodoxy. While blending religion with cultural identity, some educators went even further.

They valued faith  higher  than  reason and argued  that  only religion helped to  “perceive  life  in  all  its

entireness,” and “opened the way to an ideal life.”6 

Over the last twenty years the ROC did its utmost (not without success) both to gain support from

the state and to become a privileged religion in Russia. Certain influential clerics argued that the state had

to  develop  its  relationships  with  particular  religious  organizations  in  relation  to  the  size  of  particular

denominations, their contribution to national culture, and their lasting development in a given territory,7

which naturally provided Russian Orthodoxy with a head start. This approach did not acknowledge the

equality of traditional religions, let alone non-traditional ones including Catholicism and Protestantism.

These claims were negatively interpreted by certain  analysts  and religious minorities.  The ROC

ignored the protests and attempted to extend its impact on society. Indeed, the clergy worried about a small

num-
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ber of believers who were unable to fill numerous newly opened churches. The ROC could not solve this

problem without help from outside. Therefore, over the last decade, it strove to acquire access to public

education in the hope of educating new believers and to enlarge its social support. 

At the same time, the ROC was unable to gain victory over many competitors without state support.

Indeed, in the 1990s, information about religion was already included in major and additional optional

courses on philosophy, ethics,  arts,  cultural studies and ethnography. Yet,  at that time the adherents of

occult  sciences  were  most  active,  and  they  promoted  their  faith  as  “academic  knowledge”  that  was

appreciated  by many educators.8 The  Russian  Orthodox activists  were  alarmed and demanded that  no

access to schools should be granted to these teachings because they were “harmful,” “dangerous,” “non-

scientific” and “violated the Russian law.” The activists were even less favorable towards an “abstract

humanism.”9 To combat  this  trend,  they suggested introducing the course on the “Basics of  Orthodox

Culture”  (BOC)  as  if  it  could  teach  patriotism and  consolidate  the  Russian  identity  of  the  students,

providing them with knowledge of traditional culture, values and the norms of conduct.

In order to make the Church’s arguments sound more convincing, the highest clerics and the ROC

advocates argued that RE was able to overcome “moral crisis” and to “stop a trend towards moral self-

destruction,” and that the introduction of BOC was an “issue of national security” closely connected with

the maintenance of the nation.10

Religious Education as a Project of the Russian Orthodox Church 

Under the ROC pressure, many federal history textbooks from the late 1990s onwards included substantial

sections on the ROC, its activists, and its relationships with the state.11 In 2004, the first state educational

standard in history was adopted which highlighted the “role of the Church in social life in Russia” as an

obligatory topic. From this time, respective chapters were permanently included in federal textbooks on

Russian history. By contrast, a discussion of religions other than Russian Orthodox Christianity was not

required. Nonetheless, the Church was not satisfied with these measures.

After rather unsuccessful attempts of the early 1990s, the ROC began once again to promote RE in

public schools in the late 1990s. On 26 September 1997, a law “on the freedom of  conscience and on

religious organizations” was passed which provided students with the right to learn religious subjects in

public schools, yet only on request of their parents, on a voluntary basis and “outside the school hours.”12 In

June 1999, these principles were approved by the instructive letter of the Ministry of Educa-
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tion. It was assumed that the basics of Orthodox culture would be taught within a flexible component13 of

the general curriculum. In December 1999, the Moscow Patriarch Alexij II suggested that all the eparchies

should take part in BOC teaching in public schools outside school hours and with special agreement with

schools.14 Between 1997 and 1999, teaching Russian Orthodoxy as a school subject was appreciated by

authorities and educational boards in several regions. 

However, the ROC objective was to introduce the BOC into the federal curriculum and to make it a

compulsory rather  than optional  subject  for  all  students  regardless  of  ethnic  background and religious

affiliation. While the ROC formally agreed that the course was optional, the influential clerics, including

the Moscow patriarch, insisted that “it was time to spread the teaching of the BOC to all public schools in

Russia” and that “one should not be confused if Muslim, Jewish and Buddhist children are present among

the pupils.”15 They argued that it was “useful for a child from a minority [background] to know the basics

of the religious culture of people among whom they lived,” that is, of the “dominant religion.”16 

Thus, any free choices and the optional nature of the new course were dismissed. Instead, the course

was treated by ROC activists as a compulsory subject not only for children from Orthodox families, but

also for all Russian citizens and even for temporary guest workers. Indeed, in 2008, ROC clergy began to

insist  more forcefully on the compulsory nature of the BOC in public schools. However,  they avoided

discussing the possibility that Orthodox values may be different from those of the Catholics, Protestants,

Muslims,  Jews  or  Buddhists.  To  be  sure,  the  views  and  interests  of  non-religious  people  were  also

dismissed. 

How is RE related to the secular nature of Russian schools, and how is education about religion

integrated in them? In view of the ROC activists, there is no place for atheism at school at all. “A secular

principle cannot be interpreted as a prohibition of teaching religion,” therefore, “secular education has to

appreciate religious values, and the cultural basics of the national culture within which education takes

place.”17 This point has been emphasized by such influential figures as the Moscow Patriarch Alexij II, the

President of the Russian Academy of Sciences Yu. S. Osipov, the President of the Russian Academy of

Education N. D. Nikandrov and the rector of the Moscow State University V. A. Sadovnichy in April 2000

in their letter to the Minister of Education.

According to the Head of Department in the Institute of Family and Upbringing of the Russian

Academy of Education, I. V. Metlik, secular principles imply a division of labor between state and religion

rather  than  “anti-religiosity”  or  an  “equal  distance”  between  state  and  various  denominations  and  a

separation of the Church from the state.  In his view, a division of labor brings about a “symphony of

spiritual and secular power.”18 
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Metlik  denies  that  denominational  education  in  schools  might  result  in  the  development  of  religious

identity, yet, at the same time, he maintains that an introduction to religious values helps people to shape

national and cultural identity. After all, [ethnic] Russian people are “oriented to Orthodoxy.”19 Thus, Metlik

interprets the constitutional article on the “freedom of conscience” in favor of the ROC, while advocating

(together with many clerics) RE as a covert means to prepare students for conversion. This is justified with

reference to an association of the Russian Orthodoxy with “traditional culture.”

The ROC activists distinguish between two ways of teaching Russian Orthodoxy at school. The first

one focuses on the basics of the faith as well as catechism, including obligatory prayers and other religious

practices. The second one, presented as the BOC, is to inform students about religion and can be taught by

non-believers. Besides religion it focuses on the idea of patriotism, and, therefore, children have to learn

only the religion of their own people, that is, their own ethnic group.20 This approach effectively disallows

non-denominational religious studies (“History of World Religions”) because they appear to corrupt faith

and cannot foster patriotism.21 Moreover, the reflective critical approach adopted in religious studies is

identified with a “form of atheist propaganda,” whereas RE is considered to be based on emotions and

values, which help to develop a positive attitude to “one’s own” religion.22 It is no accident that, in addition

to “information,” Diakon Kuraev insists on shaping a “generous attitude towards one’s native faith” and

“exaltation  towards  the  churches.”23 Another  enthusiast  dreamt  of  “introducing  a  student  to  distinct

religious spiritual-moral tradition, culture, ethic, and way of life.”24 Thus, the fundamentalist approach was

manifested as one which is masked with cultural rhetoric. In other words, what the ROC activists actually

think about is how to “get children to accept the faith.” They want education into religion rather than about

religion.

This objective was confirmed by the Moscow patriarch himself. In December 1999 he issued a letter

pointing out that the ROC had to have an impact on public education and suggested that the course on the

“Basics of Orthodox Teaching” had to be introduced to schools. However, while expecting protests from

both the general public and educators, he suggested that the course about the “Basics of Orthodox Culture”

should be promoted.25 At the opening of the fifteenth Christmas  educational conference on 29 January

2007, he welcomed the introduction of the BOC and emphasized that students “had to know the basics of

their  own religion.”  Following him,  the  Metropolitan  of  Voronezh and Borisoglebsk,  Sergy,  once  told

journalists that, “Teaching of the basics of the Russian Orthodoxy contradicts the principle of the separation

of the Church from the state. Yet, if we teach the basics of Orthodox culture, this is a different matter. We

should not introduce children to prayers; we have to tell them about 
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the Church and its importance. It is up to individual whether he is a believer or not.”26 And in January 2011,

Patriarch Kirill has pointed out that one had to shape the religious identity of students as well as teach them

“to be able to confess the faith rigidly.”27 

With  reference  to  opinion  polls,  the  ROC  activists  claim  that  most  respondents  recognize  the

existence of God, whereas only a small minority denies this. Atheism, they insist, has been overcome, and

the time has come to introduce religion to school.28 In reality, however, most students are by no means true

believers. Even when they and their parents associate themselves with Russian Orthodoxy, many of them

search for cultural identity rather than faith.29 And when some of them recognize the existence of God, they

view him in various ways and often differently from the Orthodox dogma. At the same time, while arguing

that students have to be familiar with their own “traditional” religion rather than religions of the world,30

the  advocates  of  this  approach  violate  people’s  right  to  access  to  information.  Instead,  they  defend

fundamentalism while considering that students from a Jewish background have to learn Judaism, those

from “Muslim” families Islam, and those from an “Orthodox” background Russian Orthodoxy. They ignore

the fact that most students grew up in non-religious families and therefore have a right to make a choice

whether to attend religious courses or to opt out of them, and which religion they should learn. 

The  advocates  of  the  ROC  fail  to  recognize  that  such  education  into  religion  violates  the

constitutional rights of these students, who still make up the majority in schools. Instead, ROC activists

recently advocated the introduction of a Federal Standard for Orthodox education and the continuation of

RE covering all educational levels in public schools and even kindergartens.31 

The Russian Orthodox Church’s Project Concerning Science, the Equality of Religions and the 

Problem of Tolerance

While focusing on cultural issues, the advocates of the ROC argue that Russian culture is shaped by the

Russian Orthodoxy.32 Yet they fail to recognize that it is impossible to understand the Russian culture of the

Silver Age without being familiar with theosophy and occult sciences, and that one has to know the basics

of Marxism-Leninism to understand Soviet  art  and literature.  Moreover,  popular  Orthodox Christianity

includes many elements of pre-Christian beliefs, which also shape the culture. Finally, if the course focuses

on the role of religious culture, why do they not acknowledge the religious heterogeneity of Russia? The

ROC advocates persistently point out that no other religion has played such a major 
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role in the development of the Russian state, and that the ROC was a culture-shaping factor in central

Russia.33 In  particular,  they emphasize  the  role  of  church  architecture.  At  the  same  time,  they  fail  to

mention  to  what  extent  its  development  has been affected  by eastern  and western  cultural  influences,

including foreign church-builders themselves. Likewise, they neglect the Orthodoxy of Greeks, Romanians

and southern Slavs. In short, the ROC’s RE model equates Orthodoxy with “Russian religion.”34 To be sure,

ROC advocates  also  fail  to  acknowledge  the  fact  that  the  Church’s  conservative  policy  hampered  the

development  of  education in  Russia  for  several  centuries,  and thus doomed the  country to  permanent

backwardness.35 Thus, the ROC’s discussions of Russian cultural-religious identity romanticize the image

of the ROC. 

While distorting historical facts, this approach also violates the equality of religions. Justifying the

discriminatory law of 1997, Metlik (among others) argues that “foreign religious organizations” cannot

claim any equality with traditional religions.36 The ROC activists develop this argument even further. Thus,

in  June  2008,  archpriest  Vsevolod  Chaplin  argued  that,  “The  attempts  to  present  a  skeptical  view of

religions, teaching their equal truthfulness or equal falseness, an idea that all religions were invented by

people and that they developed from primitive to more evolved ones as ‘objective’ and ‘non-partial’ is in

principle incompatible with the Orthodox Christian’s view.” He requested schools to provide “knowledge

of religion, which did not contradict the young believers’ worldview.”37 And Metlik criticizes a “scientific

view of the world,” which is characteristic of contemporary schooling because, he claims, this is “far from

what people really think.”38 

These activists are seemingly not confused by the fact that,  in this case, schools would have to

justify the views of students who believe that the sun revolves around the earth.39 Moreover, the quotations

from the biology textbook were treated at the trial of Darwinism in 2007 as having offended feelings of

Orthodox students.40 Thus, obscurantism is carving its way into Russian schools together with RE promoted

by the ROC. Yet conflict between such RE and what students learn from historical and biological courses

shows that RE and scientific knowledge are incompatible. In addition, a denominational approach assumes

that only one faith is truthful, while all the other denominations are false. One of the more ardent advocates

of Orthodox education, Diakon Kuraev, recognizes that a “characteristic and inalienable part of Orthodoxy

is its intolerance and its confidence in God’s truth, which is entrusted to the Church.”41 Such attitudes pave

the way for intellectual and religious conflicts which will be artificially fostered by schools if the clerical

view of RE gains the upper hand. The priests are not alarmed by this problem. For example, Metropolitan

Kirill was convinced that RE never causes religious conflict. On 
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the contrary, he claimed that it  fostered tolerance and restricted the influence of extremism.42 Recently,

Kirill, who has already become the Moscow patriarch, claimed that participants and observers considered

that the recent pilot project introducing religious subjects into public schools has caused neither religious

separation in schools nor religious clashes.43 However, it is too early to come to any definite conclusions on

this matter. 

Significantly, the ROC advocates’ view of tolerance is inconsistent. While appreciating the tolerance

of contemporary students, one of them recognized that most of his respondents considered that the ROC

should become the sole denomination in Russia. He thereby failed to discuss how this related to tolerance.44

The first Russian textbook on the BOC, by Alla Borodina, is particularly revealing in this context. The aim

of the textbook was not only to provide students with basic knowledge of Christian teaching, but also to

present  the Russian Orthodoxy as the only genuine faith.  This  textbook has met  with public  criticism

because Borodina not only accused the Jews for their request to Pontius Pilatus to execute Jesus Christ, but

also claimed that the “chosen people” allegedly wanted to rule the world.45 The textbook also encourages

students to turn against the “new sects,” which allegedly cultivate “lies and superstitions” and threaten to

cause  “psychological  disorders.”46 Moreover,  the  textbook  warns  of  the  danger  from the  newcomers

(“guests”) because they “behave not always correctly in the territory of the Orthodox state.”47 Thus, while

calling  for  tolerance,  this  textbook  taught  xenophobia  and  anti-immigrant  and  anti-Semitic  attitudes.48

Nonetheless, the textbook was approved by institutions affiliated to the church and enjoyed popularity in

several regions of Russia.

The negative attitude towards other religions expressed in Borodina’s textbook was by no means an

exception. Yet the ROC is obviously not concerned with this problem. The clergy is more alarmed with

“moral relativism,” allegedly fostered by non-denominational RE. Some priests claim that a general course

in the history of religions promotes “cosmopolitism and moral indifference.”49 And it is here that the priests

perceive the greatest danger.  

The ROC advocates usually refer to Europe, where, in many countries there are courses in public

schools  which  aim  to  shape  spiritual-moral  culture,  including  religious  subjects.50 They  argue  that

knowledge of religion emboldens students’ rights to access to information and does not contradict secular

education. While repeatedly criticizing the “Godless West” and manifesting loyalty to native traditions, the

activists like to point to the European experience of religious teaching. Yet,  contemporary western RE

appreciates religious pluralism, equality of religions and the respect of human rights,51 which contradicts

the goals of the ROC. This is also characteristic of religious education in Germany,52 which is often referred

to by the Russian Orthodox activists as a good example to follow.
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A Struggle for Religious Education and Public Opinion

The  ROC’s  ambitious  plans  have  not  generally  been  shared  by  the  general  public.  In  2002

Borodina’s  textbook  was  not  only  the  object  of  scandal,  but  also  triggered  a  negative  response  to  an

instructive letter of the minister of education, V. Filippov, who pointed out the importance of the BOC for

consolidating Russian national (ethnic) identity. In the summer and autumn of 2002, human rights activists

attempted to take Borodina to court, but the general prosecuting magistracy managed to bring the affair to a

rapid conclusion.53 After that, the Ministry of Education issued a further letter which clarified the fact that

the BOC course was optional, and could be chosen voluntarily and only with parents’ agreement.54 

After scandals concerning Borodina’s textbook and Filippov’s letter, the authorities in Moscow, the

Moscow region and St. Petersburg decided not to introduce the BOC.55 The attitude was different in certain

regions where authorities and educators welcomed the course.56 They made agreements with local eparchies

about the collaboration, which aimed to introduce the optional BOC course into schools in twenty regions

by the end of 2002.57 As the human rights activist had warned, legislation was violated in some schools,

where attempts were made to educate into religion instead of about religion.58 During the 2004/2005 school

year, the BOC was taught in many regions of Central Russia as an optional subject. Borodina’s teaching

materials, including the aforementioned textbook, were used to this end.

In February 2006, at the fourteenth Christmas educational conference, clerics did their very best to

convince the new minister of science and education, A. Fursenko, that public schools needed a compulsory

BOC course rather than one about the “History of Religions,” which they assumed was incompatible with

the Russian environment. Under pressure from the Church, the BOC course was declared to be compulsory

within the flexible educational component in the schools of eight regions of central Russia in 2006/2007,

and in the fifteen regions in 2007/2008. However, the BOC maintained its optional status in many schools.

As  a  rule,  there  were  no  well-trained  teachers  to  give  the  course  properly.  As  part  of  the  flexible

component, the BOC course was, by law, run by the regional educational boards and therefore did not fall

under the control of the Federal Ministry of Science and Education. 

A new ROC assault on the Russian system of education took place in 2007. In March 2007 the

eleventh World Russian People’s Congress called for RE development in the country. In particular, they

suggested that BOC should be introduced into all public schools as a compulsory subject. In the summer of

2007,  several  patriotic organizations began to  actively promote teaching the BOC and even asked the

Russian president to support the project.59 In the autumn of 2007 the Orthodox 
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activists launched a pan-Russian campaign and, by the end of October, collected more than one hundred

thousand signatures in support of the BOC as a school subject.60 However, not all responses were favorable.

A high-profile letter of the ten Russian academics to the President warned of a dangerous clericalization of

both school and society.61 Public opinion and the threat of an uproar led the then President Putin to call for

voluntary choice when it came to learning religious subjects in school.62 

The idea that the BOC should be introduced into schools as a compulsory denominational subject

was rejected by the non-Orthodox clergy and some scholars who warned of the possible disintegration of

Russia along religious lines.63 Thus, some Muslim leaders in Moscow stood against a separation of students

by religion and for an exclusion of the BOC from the school curriculum.64 The response of the republics of

Bashkortostan and Tatarstan was also negative.65 Non-Orthodox religious activists in the Republic of Komi

manifested the same attitude.66 Certain experts pointed out that RE was illegal in a state that presented itself

as a  secular  state;  they also warned of a dangerous separation of students by religion.67 However,  the

Russian authorities have ignored all these opinions. At the same time, in order to avoid violating religious

equilibrium, the Russian parliament has approved corrections of the “Law on Education,” which eliminated

the regional educational component,68 which had approved the BOC course.

In response, the ROC suggested that the federal compulsory curriculum should include a new subject

about  Orthodox  culture  entitled  “Spiritual  and  Moral  Culture.”  The  ROC  refused  any  teaching  of

comparative religion studies because, in its view, such an approach could not achieve the goal of spiritual-

moral youth education.69 Moreover, whereas students formerly learned moral values in the lessons about

Russian literature and history, the ROC now argues that moral authority must come exclusively from the

Orthodox Christian canon.70 

The  ROC activists  aimed  to  introduce “religious  education  into  state  and  municipal  schools  to

provide the basis of a religious worldview and with the participation of religious organizations, including

the  BOC subject;  to  promote  BOC teaching  throughout  schooling;  to  promote  the  church-theological

expertise of all teaching materials.” This religious education had to be state-funded. It aimed to shape the

“spiritual-moral development of child’s personality, and his/her worldview, as well as ethno-cultural and

ethno-religious identity.” Any criticism of this education was identified as “stirring up hostility” against the

ROC and Orthodox people, which had to be resisted by all means.71 The Orthodox activists requested the

“restoration of Orthodoxy as the spiritual-moral basis of children’s upbringing in Russian schools.”72 In

other words, the ROC focuses on the given religious faith rather than any common human values.

Although the Ministry of Science and Education did not share these perspectives, it had to make a

concession. Initially there was a plan to in-
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troduce RE to almost all levels of education from September 2009.73 Then a decision was made to launch a

pilot project in April 2010 in nineteen regions of Russia, where “spiritual-moral upbringing,” instead of the

BOC, had to be introduced into the curriculum for the fourth and fifth grades. This included six compulsory

courses, which may be voluntarily chosen by either students or their parents. Thus, students may learn

either one of the four traditional religions of Russia, or the history of world religions, or the basics of

secular ethics by choice. Only secular teachers could give these courses.74 

In my view, this was an attempt to develop and to introduce a new state ideology. Indeed, a sharp

rejection of communist ideology and a no less hostile attitude towards liberal values manifested by the

Russian authorities over the last decade have left the ruling elite with no choice but to shift to conservative

ideology. Indeed, the latter was adopted as a creed by the dominant party of “United Russia.” However,

conservative ideology is usually based on religion. While observing the growing problems of the youth, yet

without the means to provide it with attractive ethical ideas, the Russian authorities have made an attempt

to pass this uneasy task on to the Church, because the latter was dreaming of turning society back to

“spiritual traditions of our fathers and grandfathers.”75 

In July 2009, at  a  meeting in Barvikha,  President  Dm. Medvedev welcomed an introduction of

“spiritual-moral upbringing” to the school curriculum. At the same time, the President evoked the secular

nature of the Russian state and an obligation to observe a principle of voluntary choice in school.76 The

religious leaders acknowledged the president’s decision. However, this was a forced compromise for some

non-Orthodox religious  activists.  Indeed,  certain  Muslim leaders  were  still  against  separating  students

according to religion. However, their loyalty to the president meant that they began writing a textbook

about the basics of Islam.77 

On the surface, public opinion appeared to be favorable for the ROC. In August 2009, opinion polls

reported that the majority of respondents (69 percent) supported the introduction of Orthodox education,

whereas its opponents accounted for only 19 percent.78 This might be treated as a positive shift of public

opinion in favor of RE, because the survey of the youngsters in 2006 reported less positive attitudes. At that

time, only 6,8 percent of respondents supported teaching the BOC as a compulsory subject, and 39 percent

wanted it to be optional, whereas more than a half of the responses were negative.79 

The true attitudes of children and their parents became evident in the spring of 2010, and confirmed

what skeptics had warned of for years. In their struggle with the Ministry of Sciences and Education, ROC

activists had persistently referred to the “people,” whose interests they allegedly championed. However,

people’s responses to the ROC initiative 
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were inconsolable. In the spring of 2010 the pilot project encompassed ten thousand public schools in

nineteen regions of Russia  (in 2011 two more regions joined the  project – the Yaroslavl’ region and the

Republic  of  Marii-El),  which accounted for  240 thousand students  and fifteen  thousand teachers.  Yet,

evidently, many parents were afraid of the clericalization of society. 

According  to  the  Prosveshchenie  Publishing  House,  textbooks  about  secular  ethics  were  most

popular. 240 thousand copies of these were issued, which accounted for one third of all the orders. The

BOC orders  accounted for only a quarter of the orders  (about ninety thousand copies).  The choice of

particular schools was affected by recommendations made by the local education boards; and small schools

in the countryside had no choice at all.80 In May 2010, opinion polls reported that the majority of students

(42,1 percent) learned the “Basics of Secular Ethics,” one third (30,6 percent) the BOC, and one fifth (20

percent) the “Basics of the World Religious Cultures.” The “Basics of Islam” were learned by 5,2 percent,

Buddhism by 2 percent, and Judaism by 0,1 percent. 

In short, the BOC was appreciated by the majority only in six to seven out of twenty regions, mostly

in central Russia. Schools in the Urals, the Volga region, Siberia, the far east and north west generally

preferred secular ethics. A more diverse pattern was apparent in the northern Caucasus. Even in the Tver’

region (central Russia) the situation was by no means simple. Although the BOC proved to be the preferred

choice in this region, most parents in the city of Tver’ (55 percent) chose secular ethics.81 This pattern was

characteristic of the larger modern cities. Taking into consideration that ethnic Russians account for about

80 percent and “Muslims” for about 10 to 12 percent of the population in Russia,82 it is evident that values

of the contemporary modern world are more important to many of them than “traditional faith.” 

Unwilling to accept the frustrating results of the pilot project, the ROC activists treated them as

“sabotage”  and  as  the  intrigue  of  “conspirologists.”83 Some  Orthodox  priests  and  their  Moscow

sympathizers  claimed that  the  main  shortcoming of  the  new education  was  that  it  imposed “religious

pluralism”  and  “cultural  and  religious  relativism”  upon  children,  which,  in  their  view,  might  cause  a

“deformation” or even “destruction of the spiritual-personal potential of students.” They were irritated by

some educators’ suggestions that “Orthodox children” might become familiar not only with the Bible, but

also with the Torah and Qur’an. They could not accept that students might become aware of the close

relationships between Judaism and Christianity. They spread fear among the general public that the pilot

project would destroy the traditional identity of ethnic Russians and other peoples of Russia. For them,

“cosmopolitan education” threatened state security. They also argued that the project encroached upon the

freedom of students’ conscience. They warned of “violation of the secular nature of education” in the new

courses, as op-
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posed to the teaching of the BOC.84 In short, while advocating a conservative approach, they confirmed that

the BOC course had to shape a fundamentalist Orthodox identity among the students. 

It is for this reason that the results of preliminary opinion polls and the real behavior of students and

their parents were so different. Indeed, the majority of people treat religion as a form of cultural heritage, a

symbol of identity rather than as religious faith as such. This is what they expect of school education. And

they do not want to any new ideological control.85 Nonetheless, on 3 March 2011, the pilot project was

approved by the Council for Collaboration with Religious Organizations at the Russian president’s office,

which decided to continue the project.86 

Conclusion

Over the last ten years, interest in the social role of religion and RE has increased in the European Union.

However, whereas Western scholars and educators focus mainly on the potential of religious dialogue, the

education of tolerance and peaceful co-existence,87 religion in Russia is viewed as the resource of both

exclusive cultural-religious identity and resistance to globalization. Whereas the Western approach to RE is

based on democratic values,  the ROC takes an anti-democratic and anti-liberal stance.88 Whereas most

European students  favor optional  and non-denominational  RE,89 the  ROC promotes  the very opposite.

Instead of peaceful co-existence, this RE evidently (albeit unconsciously) introduces conflict into Russian

schools. Religion has thus been introduced into Russian public schools in spite of article 14 of the Russian

constitution, which defines Russia as a secular state, where religion is separated from the state by law,

where different religions are equal before the law, and where state or obligatory religions are unacceptable.

Denominational  RE was introduced into  schools  following lobbying by the  ROC.  All  the  other

denominations expressed doubt about this, for they anticipated that such a step would cause a divide in

Russian society. Moreover, some popular textbooks which point towards Jews as those who demanded that

Jesus Christ should be crucified show that Judophobia is being introduced into public schools.

By  the  twenty-first  century,  the  ROC was  challenged  by  a  shocking  phenomenon.  Although  it

retrieved much property and restored churches and monasteries, the number of true believers did not grow.

Whereas the great majority of ethnic Russians identified themselves as Orthodox Christians, few of them

visited churches regularly, attended services and observed rituals there. This pattern is corroborated by all

opinion polls carried out over the last two decades. This has caused alarm among the clergy. After the ROC

recovered, following the Russian authorities’ generous support, 
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the clergy did its best to enlarge the community of believers. One way of achieving this goal was by using

the state system of public education. Therefore, about fifteen years ago, the ROC did its best to introduce

into public schools a course focused on Russian Orthodoxy. 

As a result,  RE was introduced into the curriculum as a compulsory subject, albeit not in a way

which met the full approval of the ROC. First, it is still a pilot project aimed only at the fourth and fifth

grades.  Second,  the  new curriculum acknowledges  the  religious  heterogeneity  of  society  (although  it

recognizes only four “traditional religions”), and includes a non-denominational course (called “Basics of

World Religious Cultures”) and even a non-religious course (called “Basics of Secular Ethics”). Third,

what was most frustrating for the ROC is that the majority of students voted for non-religious and (to a

lesser extent) non-denominational courses rather than for the BOC. 

To conclude, the Russian state still  demonstrates no clear view of its relation to religion. In her

analysis of a similar case in India, a Swedish scholar has concluded that, instead of separating religion from

state entirely, the Indian authorities have chosen to demonstrate “equal respect to all the religions.” As a

result, the state has to intervene in religious affairs and to support various denominations in order to ensure

that Indians can observe their religious rituals on an equal footing.90 Although, according to the Russian

constitution,  religion  is  separated  from  the  state,  contemporary  Russian  authorities  are  by  no  means

disinterested in religion. Like India, they declare their equal respect towards all religions, but are in fact

most  sympathetic  towards  the  ROC and  provide  it  with  substantial  material  and  moral  support.  This

violates religious equality. The introduction of the compulsory denominational religious courses to public

school threatens to separate students according to their religion and provide a basis for religious conflicts.

The ROC’s concept of RE is designed to entrench a hierarchy of religions, segregate people in terms of

religion and ethnicity, gather all ethnic Russians under the Russian Orthodox umbrella and control their

minds. In all these respects, the ROC shares the attitudes of the European New Right. 
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